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BH01-01 SMALL SECONDS
 
Type of production : Swiss made in-house production

Case size
Ø 46 mm

Case features
Stainless steel 316L (1.4435 grade with higher chromium and nickel content for en-
hanced corrosion resistance and resistance to saline water)
Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective treatment
Screwed case-back with 8 screws
Uni-directional (clock-wise) Decompression security stops bezel
Push lock-unlock bezel for the screw-in crowns and the screw-in helium valve
5 degrees case inclination
Flexible strap joints on the 12 o’clock strap lugs for snug fit on all wrist sizes

Finish
Polished central case-body. Brushed lower case-body with polished bevels. 6-12 
brushed lugs. Circular brushed and polished engraved bezel

Dial
Sunray navy blue dial with orange 15min. segment on the inner ADT (Actual Dive 
Time) turning bezel.
X1 Grade Superluminova® Luminous minutes hand, hour disk, indexes, bezel and 
inner turning bezel marker

Strap
Black perforated rubber strap with stainless steel pin buckle
Strap width = 19.2mm

Water Resistance
57.5 ATM = 575 m = 1885 ft

MOVEMENT
Sellita SW261-1, Swiss made, 31 jewels
Functions: hours (by disc), minutes, small seconds, fly-no fly indicator
Mechanical self-winding, 28’800 bhp/4 Hz
Power reserve = 38 hours
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BH01-02 3 HANDS AUTOMATIC
 
Type of production : Swiss made in-house production

Case size
Ø 46 mm 

Case features
Stainless Steel 316L (1.4435 grade with higher chromium and nickel content for en-
hanced corrosion resistance and resistance to saline water)
Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective treatment Screwed case-back with 8 screws
Uni-directional (clock-wise) Decompression security stops bezel
Push lock-unlock bezel for the screw-in crowns
5 degrees case inclination
Flexible strap joints on the 12 o’clock strap lugs for snug fit on all wrist sizes

Finish
Polished central case-body. Brushed lower case-body with polished bevels. 6-12 
brushed lugs. Circular brushed and polished engraved bezel

Dial
Sunray navy blue dial with orange 15min segment on the inner ADT (Actual Dive 
Time) turning bezel.
Luminous X1 grade Superluminova ®, minutes hand, hour disk, indexes, bezel and 
inner turning bezel marker

Strap
Black perforated rubber strap with stainless steel pin buckle
Strap width = 19.2mm

Water Resistance
35 ATM = 350 m = 1150 ft

MOVEMENT
Sellita SW200, Swiss made, 26 jewels
Functions: hours (by disc), minutes, seconds, fly-no fly indicator
Mechanical automatic-winding, 28’800 bhp/4 Hz
Power reserve = 38 hours
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